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Maintaining any software is difficult. Whenever an evolutionary change is made
to the base version of a program and the new version of the program is created, changes
made to the base version of the software must be made to the new version. The answer is
to build the software initially with the knowledge that it will change and that the base
version will evolve. In other words, change-merging of software is a possible solution.
All the work in this area has been done on program integration, change-merging of PSDL
programs and software prototypes. The present work explores the possibility of
combining the results of two independent updates of an abstract data type into a merged
version that is both correct and safe. This report describes a developing theory for
semantics-based change-merging of abstract data types.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For the past few decades, software developers have been looking for innovations in
software development. Some of the areas they have focused on are programming
languages, computer-aided tools, object-orientation, and process improvement. None of
these innovations has been the elusive “silver bullet” that everyone is looking for
(Brooks 1986). What is commonly accepted by most developers is a need to focus on
building software for evolution. This thesis is directed toward providing automation
support for this evolution.
Software systems are becoming increasingly huge and complex. In order to keep
up with growing software needs and take advantage of increasing hardware capabilities,
software needs to be designed, built, and delivered very quickly. Additionally, software
must be evolvable, so that when technology innovations occur, changes to the software
can be made rapidly to take advantage of these innovations. Research into building
software with executable specifications is showing promise of providing a way to
rapidly build software systems more accurately satisfying user's needs, but the
capabilities are not yet available to provide evolution support to those same systems.
Incorporating changes into those systems requires reworking the original specification
and regenerating the executable code. This approach is often efficient and allows
1
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maintenance of only the specification level code, but it discounts the need for
maintaining modifications unique to particular environments.
Background
Any software that is modified after development is very difficult to maintain.
Whenever an evolutionary change is made to the base version of a program and a new
version of the program is created, changes made to the base version of the software must
be made to the new version. These changes can produce inconsistencies in the existing
version of the software. The answer is to build the software with the knowledge that it
will change and that the base version will evolve. In this way, the software can be built
with evolution in mind. To make these changes more effectively, tools are needed that
will allow changes made to the base version of the system to be integrated automatically
into each unique version.
Dampier (1994) did early work on this problem. He constructed a model and
method for automatically combining different versions of a prototype written in a
specification language called PSDL (Luqi, Berzin and Yeh 1988). Prototypes written in
PSDL consist of a set of PSDL data types and a set of PSDL operators. Dampier’s work
was limited to semantics based change-merging for PSDL operators (1994). The focus of
this research is change-merging of abstract data types (ADT), a part of the specification
change-merging problem that has not yet been done. The intent of this thesis is to show
that the result of change-merging two modified versions of an abstract data type will be
correct and safe. A result is said to be correct if it correctly preserves the intended
meaning of changes in the modifications. The result is safe if all conflicts are detected
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and reported. A specification language or at least pseudo code is required to represent
the ADTs. That will enable the model to be kept general but will still allow the results to
be applied to more specific applications. The following sections will define related terms
that are relevant in the context of this research.
Software maintenance
In ANSI/IEEE Std 729-1983, software maintenance is defined as “the
modification of a software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve
performance or other attributes, or to adapt the product to a changed environment.”
Statistics show that 67 percent of the total cost of a software product is generally spent
on maintenance (Schah 1999). The above statistics indicate the need to automate the
process of making changes to the software, i.e., a need for automating software
evolution.
Configuration management
Configuration Management (CM) is defined as “developing uniform descriptions
of a complex product at discrete points in its life cycle with a view to systematically
controlling the manner in which a product evolves” (Narayanaswamy and Scacchi
1987). In other words, CM is the key to managing and controlling complex software
systems. In the maintenance of large software systems, having multiple developers on a
software team may result in multiple changes to the same software component. To keep
track of these parallel changes, a configuration management system is a must. Also,
there is a need to have merging tools to integrate the parallel or newly developed
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systems with the old system. For example, a configuration history that will enable the
showing of different revisions of a software system is shown in Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1,
system construction started with version 1 and was later modified to new versions.
Versions 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 are examples of parallel modification.

1

2

3

4

2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.2.1
2.2.1

2.2.2

Figure 1.1: Revision sequence of a software system
Abstract Data Type (ADT)
Classes are mechanisms to create objects. These objects interact with other
objects through methods or functions defined in the classes. In increasingly complex
software scenarios, different parts of a software system are implemented by different
teams. It may happen that programmers who design a class do not use the same class.
Some other programmer may use it. A class, which encapsulates data and method in the
same structure, is sometimes known as an abstract data type. An abstract data type
consists of two parts: a specification and an implementation.
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The specification part of an ADT describes the problem domain information to
be encapsulated in the ADT and the capabilities of the included operations for this
information. The implementation part contains the declarations of the data structures
needed to store the data for the ADT, as well as the actual implementation of its
operations. An example of an abstract data type is given in Figure 1.2.

Class rational {
public:
rational ();
rational (int);
rational (int, int);
int numerator () const;
int denominator () const;
void operator = (const rational &);
void operator += (const rational &);
private:
int top;
int bottom;
}
Figure 1.2: A simple abstract data type in C++ (Stroustrup 1997)

Change-merging
Change-merging is a process that allows different changes to a software artifact
to be combined using computer-aided tools. Change-merging can be done in two
fundamental ways: semantics-based and syntax-based. Syntax-based change-merging is
performed on the source code of the input versions with respect to the differences in the
syntax of each version. Semantics-based change-merging is performed on the functions
computed by the software product with respect to the behavior associated with each
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input version. Semantics-based change-merging requires a solid mathematical
foundation to provide some guarantee of the correctness and to engender confidence in a
working change-merging system (Dampier 1994).
Change-merging of abstract data types is certainly applicable to software
maintenance activities. Additionally, it has potential in areas of software reuse and
reengineering. Today, due to the increased complexity of software systems, a primary
focus is on component-based development and reusable software. Abstract data type
change-merging may be able to help in creating software components by automated
merging of existing software components. Also, it is applicable to the integration of two
concurrent developments of an object or the automatic integration of two or more
changed versions with respect to the base version they are created from.
Objective of research
The hypothesis of this research is that it is possible to combine the results of two
independent updates of an abstract data type into a merged version that is both correct
and safe. The result will be correct if it correctly preserves the intended meaning of the
independent modifications. The method will be safe if change-merging detects and
reports all conflicts. In the remainder of this thesis, I will review previous work that is
relevant to the problem domains of change-merging, software automation and multiple
inheritance, describe my method for building a model for merging ADTs, and describe a
working method for semantics-based change-merging of ADTs. Further, I will discuss
the relevance and impact of this work and present some possible future work that can
proceed from these results.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter explores previous research that has been done in the area of changemerging and type evolution. Traditional software development methods have
weaknesses that generally result in final systems that do not satisfy the user’s
requirements. Also, real-time requirements are rarely considered before the software
system is in implementation. A rapid prototyping paradigm rectifies some of these
weaknesses. In a rapid prototyping system, the prototype is an executable shell of the
final system that approximates the functionality of the final system. As the number of
iterations through the prototyping phase increases, the approximation gets closer to the
desired final system. This result is stated more precisely as the following (Dampier
1990):
If S is the intended final system, and
Si is the iterative version of the prototype, then
lim S i = S
i→∞

A rapid prototyping life cycle model is shown in Figure 2.1. With this model,
operational software is delivered in a fraction of the time of that required by traditional
software development methods. As shown in Figure 2.1, the prototype is demonstrated
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to the customer until the customer is satisfied. Rapid prototyping systems do have their
drawbacks. They do not routinely consider future maintenance of fielded systems. There
is a need to develop an evolutionary prototyping system, i.e., a system developed while
keeping in mind any future modifications after preliminary versions are released. Figure
2.2 shows an evolutionary prototyping life cycle model.

Initial Goals
New Goals

Requirements
Determination
No

Requirements

Prototype
construction

Noted Deficiencies
Prototype
Demo

Customer
Yes

Validated Requirements

System
Construction

Architecture

Complete System
System Fielding
Figure 2.1: Rapid prototyping life cycle model (Dampier 1994)
To make evolutionary prototyping attractive for very large projects, it must
provide the ability to divide work among different teams of developers. With this goal in
mind, the capability to automatically combine the results of these independent efforts is
also needed. This problem is where the value of change-merging can be realized. Figure
2.3 shows parallel-distributed work on the same software system version 1.0. It shows
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that features of all parallel work can be incorporated into one final version by the process
of change-merging.

Initial Goals
New
Goal

Requirements
Determination
No

Requirements

Prototype
construction

Noted Deficiencies
Prototype
Demo

Customer
Satisfied
Yes

Validated Requirements
Current iteration of Prototype

Version
Construction

Version

Complete System
Variation Fielding/
Integration

Variation

Figure 2.2: Evolutionary life cycle model

S1

1.1
S3

1.0
S2

2.1

Figure 2.3: Parallel software development

1.2
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Merging of program extensions
Berzins presented the first substantive work on change-merging based on the
semantics of a program, but this work is limited to program extensions (1986). It does
not consider the issue of program modifications, where changes may include retractions
as well as extensions. This model for merging two program extensions provides the
mathematical basis for guaranteeing the correctness of merging extensions. It states that
the set of program extensions can be ordered using an approximation relation

, and the

set of all program extensions over this relation forms a lattice (Berzin 1986).
Lattices are partially ordered sets (L, ) such that every two elements, x,y∈ L
have a least upper bound or a greatest lower bound. An algebraic lattice is a nonempty
set L together with two binary operations, meet ( ) and join ( ), such that x y = inf(x,
y), (infimum) and x y =Sup(x,y), (supremum) (Dampier 1994). Associated axioms for
all algebraic lattices, L, are:
(1) Commutativity

: ∀x, y ∈ L, x y = y x and x y = y x

(2) Associativity

: ∀x, y, z∈ L, x

(3) Absorption

: ∀x, y ∈ L, x

(4) Idempotence

: ∀x∈ L, x x = x and x x = x



�

y z) = (x y) z and x

x y) = x and x




y z) = (x y) z.

x y) = x

Berzins considered four software domains: specifications, functions, programs,
and data types(1986). Function, specification, and program domains are hierarchical
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structures that can be represented as lattices with respect to an approximation ordering


Each lattice contains elements of the respective domain. The top element of the

lattice ( ) represents an inconsistent element, and the bottom element of the lattice ( )
represents an undefined element. The least common extension or supremum of two
elements, p and q, can be expressed as p q and represents the least upper bound of p
and q in the lattice. The greatest common approximation, or infimum, of two elements, p
and q, can be expressed as p q, and represents the greatest lower bound of p and q in
the lattice. If p and q are compatible then p q 


otherwise p q =


The greatest common approximation of two programs represents the
functionality common to both programs, and the least common extension represents the
union of their functionalities. Figure 2.4 shows a lattice structure consistent with
program extensions.

E

D

C
A

B

Figure 2.4: An example of a lattice (Dampier 1994)
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A simple lattice for a primitive data type Do can be defined as D = Do
approximates everything and



where

is an extension of everything. The extension relation can

be defined as:
x y iff (

x) (x y)

(y

and can be modeled using a flat lattice. Figure 2.5 shows a flat lattice.

A

B

C

Z

Figure 2.5: A flat lattice representing a data type domain of the letters of the alphabet.

Text based merging
A program extension is a change that adds functionality but does not alter
existing behavior. A modification is a change that may or may not add or subtract
functionality. Semantics-based change-merging is better than syntax-based text merging
systems like the Revision Control System (RCS). This system was developed as a way to
maintain the update history of a file. RCS saves the initial version of the file when
invoked for the first time and, in subsequent invocations, saves only the changes made to
previous versions. Merging is accomplished through the use of the command
RCSMERGE (Tichy 1982). The system tries to resolve the differences between two
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different changes to the same base document based on the assumption that concurrent
changes are made to disjoint portions of that document. Another example of syntaxbased change-merging is an interactive program, merge_ascii developed as a part of a
multics project experiment (Mullen 1997). Bentley Systems has developed a commercial
product for change-merging parallel modifications of simple data from different users.
According to Keith Bentley, “ [t]rue collaborative engineering is a myth and will remain
so until we figure out a way to allow project change to happen normally with artificial
constraints imposed by software” (as cited in Change-merging 2001). The problem with
syntax-based merging tools is that they generally provide no guarantee that the merged
version is correct in terms of its behavior. Thus, they are not useful for change-merging
text with semantics meaning, such as programs and data types.
Slicing
Weiser (1984) mentioned a method for automatically decomposing a program
using program slicing. It is based on the decomposition of a program using data flow and
control flow analysis. The paper discussed the representation of programs in terms of
nodes and edges in a directed graph. The author stated four important properties of
slices:
1. Slices can be found automatically
2. Slices are always a subset of the original program
3. Slices are independent
4. Each slice projects a part of the behavior of the original program.
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Although Weiser intended his slicing method for debugging, it has proven to be valuable
for many other applications, including change-merging.
Integration of changes to while-programs
Every slice is in itself a valid program. This property of slices makes them very
suitable for merging modified versions of programs. Slicing can also be done on
program dependence graphs (PDG). Horwitz, Prins, and Reps (1989) performed the first
real work on combining modifications to programs and presented an integration
algorithm (HPR algorithm). The HPR algorithm first involves the creation of program
dependence graphs (PDG) for each program and then, using program slicing, identifies
the part of the base program that is common to all three versions and the parts of the
variations that are different from the base. The common part of all three versions is
called the preserved part and the part of each variation that is different from the base is
called the affected part of that variation. The preserved part is then combined with the
affected parts of each modification into an integrated PDG. The PDG is then converted
back into a program. One major drawback of this method is that determining whether a
PDG is feasible is NP-Complete (Horwitz, Prins and Reps 1989).
A PDG for a program P is a directed Graph, GP in which each vertex represents
statements in the program and the edges represent control and data dependencies
between vertices. There are two types of special vertices in a PDG, an entry vertex and a
final vertex for each output variable. Figure 2.6 shows a typical PDG for a while
program.
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The slice of this program with respect to the variable x can be obtained by taking
the slice of the PDG with respect to vertex labeled Final_use(x). The slice is constructed
backward from the final_use vertex and includes all the control or flow edges that can
contribute to the final value of x. Def-order edges are contained in the slice if the vertex
that observes the dependency is also included in the slice. Figure 2.6 shows the slice of
this PDG with respect to x.
program
sum :=0;
x := 1;
while x <11 do
sum := sum+1;
x := x +1;
do_end
end(x)

ENTRY
while x < 11
x :=1

sum :=0

sum := sum

finalUse(x

x :=x+1

finalUse(sum)

CONTROL
DEF –ORDER
LOOP INDEPENDENT
LOOP-CONTROLLED
Figure 2.6: A Program Dependence Graph for a simple while program (Horwitz, Prins,
Reps 1989)
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The authors proposed a slicing theorem, which states that for the same input and
the same starting state, a slice of a program that halts produces precisely the same output
as the program. The slicing theorem (Horwitz, Prins and Reps 1989) guarantees the
behavioral correctness of the resulting program. An integration system based on the HPR
algorithm determines whether variants incorporate interfering changes, and, if it does
not, it produces an integrated program.

ENTRY

program
x := 1;
while x <11 do
x := x +1;
do_end
end(x)

while x < 11
x :=1

x :=x+1

finalUse(x)

CONTROL
DEF –ORDER
LOOP
INDEPENDENT
LOOPFigure 2.7: The slice of PDG shown in Figure 2.5 with respect to the finalUse(x) vertex
(Horwitz, Prins, Reps 1989)
Ramalingam and Reps introduced a new algebraic structure called fm-algebra. In
fm-algebra, integration is based on the concept of program modifications and an
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operation for combining modifications. It has the advantage of formalized integration
(Ramalingam and Reps 1991) A limitation to the HPR algorithm is that it is only applied
to programs written in a restricted while language, i.e., the algorithm does not handle
programs with procedures or abstract data types. Binkley, Horwitz and Reps proposed a
generalized version of the HPR algorithm, which handles program procedures (1995),
but that is the last known work on the HPR algorithm.
Change-merging of PSDL programs
Based on the change-merging equation defined by Berzins, Dampier (1990)
described a model to merge PSDL programs. The author considered this change-merging
operation on each subcomponent of a PSDL program. The following subsection will
outline the model defined (Dampier 1990).
Interfaces
The interfaces in PSDL programs are external contacts of each PSDL operators.
The interfaces may define the set of inputs and outputs expected by an operator.
However, interfaces can contain a set of internal state variables and possible exceptions.
Dampier suggested that the sets of input and output variables can be modeled as a flat
lattice since they are ordered sets. If there is a change from the base in one of the
modified versions, then it must be included in the merged version. Incompatible changes
in both modified versions will result in a conflict. In comparison, state variables and
exceptions can be modeled as a powerset lattice since state variables and exceptions are
unordered.
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SBase= INPUT

SA =

INPUT

x: integer
OUTPUT
w: integer
t: integer
z: string

x: integer,
y: real
OUTPUT
w: integer
z: string

SB =

INPUT

x: integer.
y: real
OUTPUT
w: integer

SM = INPUT

x: integer
OUTPUT

Figure 2.8: The result of merging two changes to a base interface (Dampier 1990)
Functionality
The functionality of an operator specification can be represented as an informal
description and/or a formal description (Dampier 1990). The informal description is a
sequence and must be merged using the same method described for input and output
parameters (Dampier 1990). Formal descriptions can be change-merged using a Boolean
algebra structure since they are constructed using logic.
Data Flow Graphs
According to Dampier (1990), “The change-merging operation on PSDL data
flow graphs is defined in terms of a bipartite graph BA = {V, S, LI, LO} where V is the
set of operators in DA, S is a set of vertices which represent the data streams of operator
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A, LI is a set of edges from a stream vertex to an operator, representing input links, and
LO is set of edges from an operational vertex to a stream vertex, representing output
links.”
The change-merging of data flow diagrams is done by merging individual
components of modified graphs with the base graph. The merging of two modified
graphs GA and GB with GBase is represented by the following equation:
GM = [GA - GBase]

[GA

GB ]

[GA - GBase]

The drawback of this method is that it fails to consider the semantic effects of
changed modification (Dampier 1994).
Data Streams and Control constraints
The data streams are the local streams that are used within the implementation of
a PSDL composite operator. The data streams in PSDL can be merged using a power
lattice. The author considered individual cases of change-merging timing and control
constraints.
Maximum Execution Time (MET) is the maximum CPU time taken by an
operator to perform its assigned task. Change-merging of two METs, t1 and t2, can be
done using Brouwerian algebra as follows:
t1

t2 = min(t1 , t2)

t1

t2 = max(t1 , t2)

t1

t2 = if t2 ≤ t1 then

else t1

The author also discussed merging of other control constraints such as
“PERIOD,” “FINISH WITHIN,” “MAXIMUM RESPONSE TIME,” and “MINIMUM
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CALLING PERIOD.”

The model for change-merging PSDL prototypes provides

valuable information for modeling the merging of abstract data types.
Automated merging
The change-merging method described in (Dampier et al. 1993) has been
implemented in the CAPS development system. The computer aided prototyping system
(CAPS) is a computer-aided prototyping environment composed of a software database
system, an execution support system, and a user interface (Dampier et al. 1993). CAPS
reduces the effort of prototype designers by providing an integrated set of tools. The
authors state that prototypes can be considered as iterative versions of a software system.
Each prototype Si is modeled as a graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, Ci) where i represents the iterative
version, and
Vi is a set of vertices,
Ei is a set of data streams,
Ci is a set of timing and control constraints.
According to authors the (i+1)st version of a prototype can be described in terms of graph
operations by the following equations:
Si+1 = (Vi+1, Ei+1, Ci+1) = Si + ∆Si
where ∆Si represents the changes in the set of vertices, the set of data streams, and the
set of timing and control constraints.
Dampier states that two compatible modifications of a semantic function can be
merged as follows:
M = A [B] C = (A – B) ∪ (A ∩ C) ∪ (C - B)
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Based on this iterative model of a software system and the change-merging
definition, the authors suggest an approximate model for merging prototypes. The model
is approximate because it is applied to the structure of the prototypes instead of the
mathematical function it computes (Dampier 1994). The authors represented PSDL
implementations in terms of graphs. The authors state that the result of merging the base
prototype Si with two modifications SA and SB can be represented as
Si+1 = SB[Si]SA

= ( SA - Si ) ∪ ( SA ∩ SB ) ∪ ( SB - Si )

The authors represented individual components of Si+1 as:
Vi+1 = VB[Vi]VA

= ( VA - Vi ) ∪ ( VA ∩ VB ) ∪ ( VB - Vi )

Ei+1 = EB[Ei]EA

= ( EA - Ei ) ∪ ( EA ∩ EB ) ∪ ( EB - Ei )

Ci+1 = CB[Ci]CA

= ( CA - Ci ) ∪ ( CA ∩ CB ) ∪ ( CB - Ci )

There is always a possibility of conflict between the two modifications because
of the possibility of modifying the same portion of the prototype in different ways. For
example, there can be a potential conflict in the timing constraints of the same operator
in a PSDL graph. The author suggests that the most restrictive choice should be
considered in the merged version. In some cases manual intervention may be required to
solve the conflict, such as the possible removal of a vertex in one modification and the
addition of an edge to that same vertex in another modification. Dampier (1994)
suggests that the model is close to semantic correctness but impossible to prove. Based
on slicing and program integration, Dampier developed a formal model for merging
software prototypes based on the meaning of the modifications (1994). Berzins and
Dampier (1996) presented an improved method for automatically merging changes to
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software designs expressed via hierarchically decomposed, annotated data flow
diagrams. This improved method provided for automatically reporting and repairing
conflicts between structural changes.
Merging changes to software specification
Berzins extended his work in the development of a method for merging changes
to black box software specifications (1997). The author presented a formal model and a
method for merging changes to black box software specification. The focus of this work
is the evolution of proposed specifications and prototype design. The author represented
a system specification in terms of its vocabulary, its behavior and its granularity:
Vocabulary: set of external stimuli
Granularity: set of internal stimuli
Behavior: set of all possible traces of the system
The author defined a behavioral refinement ordering ⊆ on the software
specifications as
p ⊆ q ⇔ vocabulary(p) ⊆ vocabulary(q) &
granularity(p) ⊆ granularity(q) &
behavior(p) ⊇ projection (behavior(q) , vocabulary(p) ∪ granularity(p) )
It states that q satisfies the specification p if and only if the vocabulary of q
satisfies the vocabulary of p, the granularity of q satisfies the granularity of p and the
behavior of p satisfies the projected behavior of q. The projection is needed to ensure
that the comparison is done in the corresponding parts of two behaviors. The author
suggested that the conventional change-merging equation could be applied to
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specifications as they also satisfy a Boolean algebra structure. These results are very
encouraging for the work in this thesis.
Incremental inheritance mechanism
In (Cook 92), the author described inheritance as a mechanism for incremental
programming. Based on Cook’s inheritance mechanism, Benattou and Lakhal presented
an incremental formal model of single and multiple inheritance (1997). It allows a new
class to be defined by incremental modification of existing classes. The authors also
address the automatic conflict-solving problem in multiple inheritance using two
operators: ⊕c, a combination operator on structures with conflict resolution, and



multiple inheritance operator. The paper addressed name and value conflicts and
possible ways of resolving these conflicts. The author solved name conflicts by explicit
designation and value conflicts by linearizing. The modification is expressed as an
addition to, or replacement of, the existing methods. The author used the concept of a
wrapper to describe modification function. The original method is referred to using a
pseudo-variable super. The incremental model of inheritance allows construction of a
new subclass by modifying one of the existing super classes.
Lattice implementation of inheritance
In (Caseau 93), the author discussed efficient handling of class hierarchies. The
author states that a lattice structure is suitable for representing class hierarchies for the
following reasons:
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1. Lattices help in solving multiple inheritance conflicts exactly. They also help in
reducing the complexity of implementing conflict resolution strategies, something
also supported by Berzins and Dampier (1996).
2. Lattices help in writing typing inference algorithms.
3. It is easier to represent large complex software systems in terms of small lattice
structures.
4. Lattices support compact encoding techniques (Caseau 93).
Figure 2.9 shows a typical class hierarchy represented in a lattice. In this
example, student and employee are both sub-classes of the person class and inherit some
of its properties. This lattice also shows that multiple inheritances can be represented in
the lattice. The author suggests that using lattice structures and compact encoding
techniques will significantly reduce the complexity of class hierarchies.

Person
Student

Employee
StudentEmployee

UG

GS

UG- undergraduate
GS- graduate student
TA- teaching assistant

TA

RA

AP

RA- research assistant
AP- associate professor
P- professor

Figure 2.9: An inheritance lattice (Caseau 93)

P
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Godin and Mili (1993) proposed a formal method that produces a lattice structure
called a Galois lattice from a given set of classes. This method of building lattice
structures from a given set of classes has the following advantages:
1. It supports an efficient incremental update algorithm.
2. It does not depend on input ordering.
The method is based on the concept of a binary relation and refinements to it.
Here, sets of classes and sets of features are represented in a matrix representation of a
binary relation R. On the basis of this binary relation, a Galois lattice is generated, which
is further refined to remove redundancy.
Inheritance hierarchies
Ossher and Harrison (1992) considered an approach for the extension and
merging of a base system, a library or an existing application. In this work, extensions
are represented in separate hierarchies. The authors suggest that successive extensions
can be combined using an extension (  ) operator and parallel extensions can be
combined using a merge (  ) operator. Conflicts should be resolved in a merge
operation. Building a large system involves two steps:
1. Combining existing extensions. If existing extensions are insufficient, then new
ones should be built.
2. New extensions built should be added to the library. So, they are reusable.
The authors defined an inheritance hierarchy H in terms of three parameters as (N, D, S),
where,
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N: set of class names
D: class description function
S: super class function
simo
vehicle

simo = ( No , Do, So)

position : positionv
move : movec

No = {vehicle, car}

car

Do = {vehicle # {position # positionv, move # movec},
car # {move # movec}}
So = {vehicle # ().
car # (vehicle) }

move : movev
Figure 2.10: A simple inheritance hierarchy, simo (Ossher and Harrison 1990)
Consider an example of a simple base hierarchy of vehicle and car. In this
example, vehicle is the super class of car. Figure 2.10 shows a base hierarchy in terms of
these three parameters. Figure 2.11 shows the base hierarchy, simo, is extended by the
addition of an extension hierarchy, sales. The authors suggest that extensions can be
merged together and later can be used to apply the extensions. For example, consider
another inheritance hierarchy, drawing, applied to the base. The authors suggested that
the resultant hierarchy can be described by
(sales


drawing )
˘

simo

Consider two hierarchies, H0 = (N0, D0, S0) and H1 = (N1, D1, S1). The author described
extension operations of the hierarchies as
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H0

sales
vehicle

H1 = (N1∪ N0, D1 ˆ
ˇ

D0, S1
˙

S0)

simo

sim1

vehicle

vehicle

position : positionv
move : movec

position : positionv
move : movec
sell : sellv

°

=

sell : sellv
car

car

move : movev

move : movev

Figure: 2.11 Hierarchy Extension: sim1 = sales
˝

simo

The author unites the set of class names in H0 and H1 so that similar class
descriptions are taken to refer to the same class. The model described can also be applied
to parallel extensions of a base hierarchy. The conflicts in two parallel extensions of a
base hierarchy are defined as

H1
H0
˛

˜

H2

if H1

H2= H2 !

H1

H0 =
Undefined

otherwise

The model can also be applied for replacement of a base hierarchy on which an
existing extension is based. Generally, it involves fixing of bugs or deletion of code. If
the modification to the base is compatible with existing extensions, then it can be easily
incorporated in current extensions. Otherwise, there is a conflict.
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Inheritance conflict resolution
Carre and Geib (1990) addressed a conflict between the same names of methods
in superclasses. Consider an example:
Student
Superclass : person
Methods : CardNumber()
ValidateCard()

Employee
Superclass: person
Methods : CardNumber()
ValidateCard()

Consider these two as base classes in a class hierarchy diagram. We can get a
StudentEmployee as an inherited class. According to the authors, a class must inherit
each of the characteristics defined by these two super classes. They stated an
independence principle as “[t]here must be no conflict of characteristics inherited from
independent classes (even if these characteristics have the same name)”. The authors
considered two kinds of strategies for solving conflicts: linear and graph-oriented.
Languages such as CommonLoops follow linear strategies based on a common
principle: “flatten the inheritance graph to a linear chain without duplicates, and then
treat the results as single inheritance” (Carre and Geib 1990). It converts the partial
ordering of classes into a total one by using relative ordering of classes within the list of
the direct super classes of each class. Also, these strategies do not follow the
Independence Principle since the inheritance graph is converted into a linear chain. It
also opposes the very concepts of object-orientation like reusability, incremental design
and modularity. In case of conflict, all of the inherited characteristics cannot be reused.
If the conflict is solved by renaming the characteristics, then conflicting characteristics
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have to be renamed which goes against the principle of incremental development. Also,
since linear strategies are not following the independence principle, we cannot design a
class independent of other classes.
Graph-oriented strategies deal with complete hierarchical class diagrams. When a
conflict arises, we can specify the super class from which we wish to inherit. This
strategy is followed in languages like extended Smalltalk. The authors suggested that
graph-oriented strategies are better than linear strategies in the sense that all of the
characteristics are available for reuse. These languages also use mechanisms to ensure
that conflicting characteristics are named unambiguously.
Ducournau et al. address conflict resolution mechanism for inheritance (1992).
There can be two possible kinds of conflicts. The conflict caused by different values of
the same property is called a value conflict. The conflict between two distinct properties
with the same name is called a name conflict. The paper mainly discusses ambiguity
resolution for value conflicts.
The authors represent inheritance graphs by the notation H = (X, U) where X is a
set of classes and U is a set of inheritance links. The authors defined a strict order
relation <H as follows: “ for x, y ∈X, x <H y if and only if there is path from x to y in H.
In other words, x is said to be a subclass of y” (Ducournau et al. 1992).
The conflict resolution mechanism described in this paper is supported by two
principles: the Uniformity principle and the Monotonicity-Incrementality principle. The
model described in the paper represents a multiple inheritance mechanism known as “a
mapping M, which associates to a class x of inheritance graph H, and a property P, a
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class y ∈ Hx which possesses P” (Ducournau et al. 1992). The inheritance mechanism is
denoted by M (x, H, P) or M (x, P).
The Uniformity principle states that “a multiple inheritance mechanism is
uniform when, for all classes x and for all properties P and Q, defined on the same set of
classes, M (x, P) = M (x, Q)” (Ducournau et al. 1992). It says that if a property is
considered independent of its semantics then the mechanism is uniform. The authors
denoted a conflict-set of classes possessing property P in inheritance graph Hx as CS (x,
P). A conflict will occur if and only if | CS (x, P) | > 1, i.e., there is more than one class
that possesses the property P.

The authors suggest that P has to be chosen from most

specialized occurrences of P in super classes of x. Also, the authors suggest that the
value of P is calculated by combining the infimum and supremum in a lattice
representation.
Based on the concept of abstraction and incremental development, the authors
defined the principle of Monotonicity-Incrementality as “for any property p and for any
class x inheriting P, the value of P for x must be one of the P values inherited or defined
by a direct super class of x” (Ducournau et al 1992). In other words, to resolve the
conflict and ambiguity among the classes, the authors have added an inheritance
mechanism. The Stability principle states that it is reasonable to push up the general
properties present in a class x in an inheritance graph (Ducournau et al. 1992). It helps in
reducing the conflict and ambiguity even though it locally modifies the inheritance.
According to the authors, linearization “is a mapping L which associates with
every inheritance graph H = (X, U), a linear extension of < denoted by L (H).” It is a
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good mechanism to solve the conflict, but, as previously stated, it opposes the very
concepts of object-orientation like reusability, incremental design and modularity. A
drawback of this work is that it is limited to the domain of value conflicts only. It is not
addressing the inheritance to methods. Moreover, it is limited to classes defined in a
single namespace.
Type evolution
The maintenance of software may result in changes in persistent data. It is
important to develop tools to keep track of the changes and manage those changes.
Lerner (1997) suggests a system called Tess to manage changes to persistent data types
in a database. The author suggests three operations on new objects: initialization,
derivation, and deletion. According to the author, “[n]ew objects can be initialized to
default value. New objects can be derived from existing objects. Existing objects can be
deleted” (Lerner 1997). A derivation rule can govern how to derive the new object from
an existing object (Lerner 1996). Type changes can be categorized as simple or complex.
Simple type changes can either be local or reference type. Local changes may affect the
structure of an individual type such as the addition or removal of a record field, whereas
reference type changes simply refer to new types.
According to the author, “[i]n compound changes the old and new fields belong
to different types, not the different version of same type” (Lerner 1996). The author
listed the compound changes incorporated in the model as inline, encapsulate, merge,
duplicate, reverse link, and link addition. For example, Figure 2.12 shows a compound
change in which two objects are merged to create a new object. The potential drawback
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of the model is that the maintainer has to indicate how to find matching objects (Lerner
1996). Moreover, the model is applicable to a set of attributes only. It is not applicable to
a set of methods associated with those attributes.

Old version:

New version:

type PersonalInfo is

type Person is

name: string;
address: Address;
phone: Phone;
marital_status: MaritalStatus,
num_children: integer;
end PersonalInfo;

name: string
address: Address
phone: Phone;
marital_status: MaritalStatus;
num_children: integer;
id: integer;
salary: integer;
end Person

type EmployeeInfo is
name: string;
id: integer
salary: integer;

Figure 2.12: Merge operation (Lerner 1996)

CHAPTER III
A MODEL FOR MERGING ABSTRACT DATA TYPES
Types are a fundamental part of a software application. Types either directly
reflect the concepts in the application domain or are artifacts of the implementation
(Stroustrup 1997). As mentioned earlier, an abstract data type encapsulates data and
method in the same structure. The general structure of an abstract data type is shown in
Figure 3.1. Types model real world objects in terms of the data structures and methods
that operate on them. A type consists of a set of attributes and a set of methods to access
and act on those attributes. Each of these can be public, private or protected.

Type
{
Access control*:
Methods
Access control:
Attributes
};
*Access control: private, public, protected
Figure 3.1: Abstract Data Type
We can divide a software system into groups of objects or instances of abstract
data types, interacting with each other in an object-oriented environment. While merging
33
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two different abstract data types, we need to consider changes to the sets of attributes
occurring in the ADTs as a whole. The changes in the set of methods should also be
compatible with any changes in the set of attributes. Each ADT can be visualized as a set
of individual small ADTs with only attributes and no methods to operate on them. Figure
3.2 shows that an object-oriented system can be visualized at various levels of
granularity.
High: The system can be viewed as a black box that satisfies a set of
requirements.
Medium: The system can be visualized as a set of ADTs interacting with each
other to satisfy the system requirements.
Low: Each ADT can be visualized as superset of various lower-level ADTs.
In the past, change merging was done on PSDL programs and software
prototypes. At a high-level of granularity, a software prototype can be imagined as an
ADT with a set of functionalities. The merging of two prototypes results in the union of
two sets of functionalities of a software system. At a lower level, an abstract data type
also represents a set of functionalities to operate on a set of attributes. The actual
implementation of an ADT is separate from its specification. This thesis deals primarily
with change-merging of the specification part of an ADT. The specification of an ADT
exports types and a set of operations. Any parallel modification or extension of an
abstract data type has the potential to affect the whole system and its design. For this
reason, change-merging operations must be applied to ADTs in the context of the
system. It may happen that a design has to be reworked due to changes in the ADT. For
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example, availability of a new method may reduce the system complexity if incorporated
in a new design.

Granularity level
High

Software System
An Object-oriented
software system

ADT1 WITH
methods

ADT2 WITH
methods

ADT3 WITH
methods

ADTn WITH
methods

Medium

Low

A1

A2

…

An

A* : ADT without
Methods
Figure 3.2: Granularity of a software system
This thesis models the merging of two modifications or extensions of base ADT,
A and B, to the base ADT, called Base. This three-way merging model is known as
change-merging (Dampier 1994). If there is no base version, the result of changemerging A and B is an extension of two existing types. The relation

is defined as the
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approximation relation for the lattice created by combining a family of ADTs together
with a top element (
"

and a bottom element (
#

. The top element of the lattice ( )

represents an inconsistent element and the bottom element of the lattice ( ) represents
an undefined element. If B is an extension of A, then A approximates B, written A
The

B.

, or top element, is an extension of all possible ADTs. This element is an over-

constrained artificial component that represents an inconsistency. The

, or bottom

element, is an approximation of all possible ADTs. This element is an artificial
unconstrained component that represents an undefined element. If

is the result of a

change-merge operation, there is no consistent way to provide a change-merge that is
correct.
The difference between two ADTs, A-B, gives the parts of A not found in B.
The part of the ADT that is common to both ADTs is not included in A-B. The greatest
common approximation of two ADTs, A and B, is written A B. The least common
extension of two ADTs, A and B, is written A B. Thus, change-merging the three
versions can be done using the following formula:
M = A [Base] B = (A - Base)

(A

B)

(B – Base) (Dampier 1994)

(1)

Consider an example of a base type and modified type as shown in Figure 3.3. In
this example, the assumption is that attributes y1, y2 are modified versions of attribute y.
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Merging of type as a set: {x, y1[y]y2 }
Merging of individual attributes: y1[y]y2

Type base {
int x;
int y; }

Type A {
int x;
int y1; }

Type B {
int x;
int y2 ; }
Figure 3.3: Type merging

The following sections focuses on how the change-merge operation on abstract
data types handles the various possible conflicts.
Type set merging
Type set conflicts arise when two abstract data types that contain new types with
different names, or have removed types from the base still used by the other
modification, are being merged.

These conflicts can occur when two independent

changes are made to the same abstract data type where new type definitions are required
for the change or old type definitions are no longer required. Since abstract data types
contain a set of data types, the correct solution to this problem can be found through the
use of a powerset lattice, or Boolean algebra as shown in Figure 3.4. Both modified
versions of the abstract data type contain a different set of types than the base version of
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the prototype. The minimal merged version of the set of types can be constructed
through the use of the following change-merge equation:
Merge = (A – Base) ∪ (A ∩ B) ∪ (B – Base)

(1a)

{a, b, c}
{a,b}
{a}

{b, c }

{a , c}

{b}

{c}

{ }
Figure 3.4: A powerset lattice representation

This equation chooses the types that have been added in A and B, along with the
types that have been preserved from the base version in both A and B. The only possible
problem that could occur as a result of this change-merge is if a type that has been
removed in one modification is needed for a new method or attribute in the other
modification. In this case, that type can be added back into the prototype as needed.
This set of types can contain more than the minimal set without conflict. Additionally,
each of the modified versions can contain a new type by the same name but with
different specifications and implementations. In this case, these two types should be
renamed, perhaps by adding the version number of the modification, and treated
appropriately as different types.
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Merging attributes
We consider the case where different changes have been made to the same
abstract data type in each of the modified versions. The case where two ADTs that are
not derived from a common base are being merged is treated as merging extensions from
an empty base ( ), and the union of the sets of attributes constitutes the merged version.
At the higher level of granularity, the set of attributes in the merged version of the type
can be combined using much the same method as described in type set merging.
Obviously, if an attribute is removed in the first modification and not in the second, then
its removal was significant to the designer of the first modification, so that change
should be preserved. It is possible that an attribute can be removed in one module but
still needed by the other. This situation would produce a conflict, which will be reported.
This problem motivates the consistency theorem introduced later in this chapter. Since
any method that operated on that attribute would also have had to be removed in the first
modification, its removal would also be significant and must be preserved in the merged
version. Any use of that attribute by a new method in the second modification would
cause a conflict, but this is a conflict that would have to be resolved by the designer.
Similarly, added attributes in each of the modified versions of the abstract data type
would be included in the merged version.
Consider the example shown in Figure 3.5. As can be seen from this example, in
the case where new attributes were added in each of the modified versions, those new
attributes appear unchanged in the merged version (stu_id_num, socsecnum, class). In
the case where attributes in the base version were removed in one or both of the
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modified versions, they do not appear in the merged version. In the case where new
attributes were added to both of the modified versions with the same name but different
meanings, they were both renamed and included in the merged version. This example
does bring to light a possible problem that may result in a conflict.

Type Person {
Attributes:
name: string
SSN: string
age: real
…}

Type Student {
Attributes:
name: string
class: integer
department: string
stu_id_num: string
age: natural
…}

Type Employee{
Attributes:
name: string
department: string
socsecnum: string
age: integer
…}

Type StudentEmployee {
Attributes:
name: string
class: integer
student_department: string
employee_department: string
stu_id_num: string,
socsecnum: string,
age: T
…}
Figure 3.5: An example of attribute merging
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Age appears in all three input versions, but with three different type declarations:
real, integer, and natural. Rightly, we have included the definition of the age attribute
in the merged version, but with the type identified by a conflict. This solution is the
safest way to include the attribute, but it may not be the only way.

U
Real

Integers
Natural

.

Figure 3.6: Subset representation of data type

Consider this particular example. In the Student version of the ADT age is
defined as a natural number, and in the Employee version it is defined as an integer.
Since both of these are different from the base version, it is indeed a conflict, but since
the set of naturals is a subtype of the set of integers, it may be possible to take the most
restrictive version and resolve the conflict automatically as shown in Figure 3.6. This
resolution would result in the selection of natural as the type of the merged attribute.
Type name resolution
Merging names will always produce a conflict, so it is also safe and correct to
assign a new name to the merged ADT. Therefore, we choose to model the names using
a flat lattice structure as shown in Figure 3.7. The set of names X can be defined as X =
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Xo
$

%

&'%

where

approximates everything and

is an extension of everything.

Moreover, if the names of the modified ADTs are different, it is unclear whether the
names are for the same specification set or a different one. As was shown in Figure 3.5,
we have chosen to concatenate the names into StudentEmployee.

A

B

C

Z

Figure 3.7: Flat lattice structure

Merging of methods
An ADT exports a set of methods, which represents its interface. The following
is the general syntax of a method in an ADT:
<Return parameter> <Name > < Set of input arguments>
Based on the above syntax of methods, the following outlines the potential conflicts in
change-merging methods:
Same method syntax
Let us consider a base version of an abstract data type Cbase, along with two
modified versions, Ca and Cb, as shown in Figure 3.8. An assumption is that the syntax
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of the method foo( ) in the specification is the same in all three versions, i.e., in the base
and the two modified versions. There are two possible options:
1. In the base, the method is virtual. The methods are modified in the two extended
versions.
2. The methods remain the same in all three versions.

Cbase {
Methods:
void foo( )
Attributes:
…}

Ca {
Methods:
void foo( )
Attributes:
…}

Cb {
Methods:
void foo( )
Attributes:
…}

Figure 3.8: Method merging

If the methods are the same, then it is safe and correct to include any one of the
methods. Otherwise, for merging the methods, we would call an existing merging
operation on the actual implementation of the methods as discussed in chapter 2. The
possible results are:
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1. Calling one of these methods successfully produces a merged implementation. This
result is the best possible one that can be obtained from the merging operation, as it
guarantees a correct and safe change-merge.
2. Both modified versions are included, and the methods are renamed to indicate their
origin.
3. A conflict occurs in merging the methods of the abstract data types. This result is the
worst possible one that can be expected as it indicates that incompatible changes
have been made and must be integrated manually, but it is still safe and useful.
Consider an example type Person that contains salary( ) as one of its methods.
Salary( ) will display the annual salary of the person. Consider the following
modifications:
Version A: Salary( ) will display the quarterly salary of person
Version B: Salary( ) will display the biennial salary of person.
Since the syntax of the methods is the same, we have to call a merging operation
on the actual implementation of the method. The result of that call would be a conflict,
an actual merge of the salary( ) operation, or the inclusion of all three-salary methods.
Since there is a salary method in the base ADT, it is assumed that the salary( ) in the
modified version was either inherited from the base or has been modified from the base.
Consider again the case of the type Person in the two-way merge. Since there
was no base type, we had two parallel versions of the same type. In this case, it is
maximally safe and correct to include both of the methods present and rename them
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since we don’t know whether the methods are the same or different. This result can be
expressed using the following derivation:
M = A [ ] B = (A -

)

(A

B)

(B –

) = (A

B)

A B
(

A B

As shown in this equation, a parallel version of the same method can be merged
using an empty base version defined by an undefined element ( ). In (Berzins 86), we
saw that when we are merging pure extensions, the least upper bound of those two
extensions is the correct merge, if the least upper bound exists.
Addition or removal of methods
If new methods are added in the modified or extended ADT, the merged ADT
will include all of the new methods. Since sets of methods are unordered, we can model
them as powersets, and the merge can be found with Boolean algebra by using the
change-merging formula shown as (1a). If a method is removed in the first modification
and not in the second, then its removal was significant to the designer of the first
modification, so that change should be preserved. It is possible that a method can be
removed in one module but still needed by the other. This result would produce a
conflict, and this conflict will be reported.
Return parameters are different
When the methods are the same and the return parameters are different in one of
the modified versions, include the modified version in the merged type. If the return
parameters are different in all three versions, there is only one feasible option: report a
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conflict. If we try to choose between the two modifications, we may produce a version
that is not safe. It is still safe to include both of the modified methods and rename them.
Consider an example of type Time that contains Date( ) as one of its methods.
Date( ) will return the current date as integer . Consider the following modifications:
Version A: Date( ) will return the current date as a pointer to a character
Version B: Date( ) will return the current date as an integer.
The merged version of the ADT will contain the modified Date ( ) function,
which will point to a character.
Arguments are different
When the methods are the same but the input arguments are different, there are
three possible options:
1. Include one of the methods: This choice is not safe unless the method in one of the
modified versions is the same as the base version, as it does not take into
consideration why they are different.
2. Report a Conflict: This choice is maximally safe but provides no benefit other than
safety.
3. Include both of the methods: This choice is also safe and is similar to function
overloading, available in most object-oriented programming languages.
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Access control restriction
The methods and attributes of ADTs are restricted by several types of access
controls: private, public and protected. The access controls have the following
properties:
1. Public: all ADTs can access these methods or attributes.
2. Private: Methods or attributes cannot be accessed outside the ADT except by
friendly ADTs.
3. Protected: Methods or attributes can only be accessed by derived and friend ADTs.
We can represent access controls using a Venn diagram, as shown in Figure 3.9, where
one type of access control is a subset of the other. This relationship can be represented
as
private ⊂ protected ⊂ public

U
public

protected
private

Figure 3.9: Venn diagram representation of access controls

It implies that private is the most restrictive, followed by protected and then
public. Therefore, if there is a base of public control and protected and private are in the
modified version, then the merged version will be privately controlled. When the access
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control is the same in the base and the modified versions, then we can keep common
access control. If the access control is different in all three versions, the safest way other than reporting a conflict - is to consider the most restrictive level of access control.
Correctness of the change-merge operation
The previous sections described a model for the separate change-merging of
attributes and methods. The model either produces evidence to indicate an inconsistency
or produces an ADT that is correct. We need to show that change-merged attributes are
consistent with the change-merged methods.
Consistency of model
The semantics of an ADT are defined by the relationships between the attributes
and methods in the ADT.
Definition: The following relation defines consistency between a set of attributes and a
set of methods:
γ (MA, SA)
Where, SA

PA

Set of methods of ADT A
*

Set of input parameters to method of ADT A
+

γ()

PA ⊆ SA

Set of attributes of ADT A
)

MA

⇔

,

Consistency predicate that operates on a set of attributes and methods and
results in true if the methods are consistent with the attributes.

A typical method is described as
Mai ⇒ (Sri) fi (PAi )
Where, Mai ∈ MA,
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Sri
Pai
fi /

Set of return parameter of ith method,
.

Set of input parameter of ith method, PAi ⊆ PA
ith method, fi ⊆ f

This definition states that a set of attributes, SA, is consistent with a set of
methods, MA, if and only if the set of input parameters of the methods in MA is a subset
of the set of attributes in SA. In other words, there should not be any method that is
reading or writing undeclared attributes. There is a need to show that the changed
merged ADT is consistent in terms of its methods and attributes. To demonstrate the
consistency between attributes and methods of the change-merged ADT, the following
consistency theorem is proposed. This theorem shows that the result of merging two
different modifications of a base abstract data type results in a set of attributes and
methods that are consistent.
CONSISTENCY THEOREM
The previous section outlined a model and method for merging abstract data
types in the general case. Mathematical equations are also provided to describe each of
the above operations on generic abstract data types. The consistency theorem is based on
the definition of consistency:
SA is the set of attributes in an abstract data type, A.
MA is the set of methods in an abstract data type, A.
PA is the set of input parameters to the methods contained in MA.
γ(SA, MA) is a consistency predicate that is TRUE if and only if the methods
contained in MA are consistent with the attributes contained in SA. This consistency
is shown by the relation PA ⊆ SA.
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Based on this consistency predicate, γ, the following theorem is stated:
Consistency Theorem
If SBase, SA, and SB are sets of attributes corresponding to abstract data types
Base, A, and B, and γ( SBase, MBase ), γ( SA, MA ), and γ( SB, MB ) then γ( SA[Base]B,
MA[Base]B ).
This theorem shows that if the three input versions of an abstract data type are
consistent, then the merged version will also be consistent. The proof of the theorem is
given in Appendix A.
Semantics properties
Berzins suggested that the least common extension of two programs provides the
desired semantics for merging operations but is not computable in the general case
(1986). For three ADTs T1, T0, and T2, the merging equation can be defined as:
TM =T1 [T0] T2 = (T1

T0)

(T1

T2)

(T2

T0)

In the model for merging ADTs, the semantic properties of the model are
explained in terms of lattices and Boolean and Brouwerian algebras.
Summary
This chapter describes the model for change-merging abstract data types. The
model is based on the lattice structure of a type hierarchy. The model views a software
system consisting of various abstract data types interacting among each other to export
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certain sets of functionalities. Change-merging of attributes and change-merging of
methods are addressed separately, after which a consistency check is performed to show
correctness.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Software must be evolved. Automatic tools to merge two different software
artifacts or ADTs, showing potential discrepancies, are useful in development and
maintenance. In this thesis, I have presented a model based on a lattice structure used to
merge different abstract data types. It is very important to design an abstract data type
with the assumption that it will evolve since it will save cost as well as time consumed
due to merging of changes made to the base ADT. Change-merging of abstract data
types in general is easily incorporated into many software applications and has some
potential in the areas of software reuse and reengineering. Today, due to the increased
complexity of software systems, a primary focus is component-based development and
reusable software. Abstract data type change-merging can help in the integration of two
concurrent developments of an object or the automatic integration of two or more
changed versions with respect to the base version they are created from. As Dampier
(1990) mentioned, the complexity of incorporating changes in abstract data types
increases in large systems. This work extends the previous work done on program
integration at the University of Wisconsin and work done on change-merging at the
Naval Postgraduate School, by providing a model supporting the extensions of these
methods to a richer domain of problems, one containing abstract data types. This model
is effective for general change-merging of different versions of an abstract data type and
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can be extended to abstract data types in specific languages. The consistency theorem in
this model shows that separately merged attributes and methods can be combined into a
merged result where the attributes and methods are consistent with each other. The result
of change-merging is either correct or it will show potential conflicts.
Future Work
Future work will be devoted to explore further the role of these techniques in a
wider set of domains. Presently, inconsistencies are shown as conflicts only. Future work
may deal with resolving these conflicts. Understanding the nature of ADT changes is
important for type evolution. It is important for maintainers to be able to modify the
types in their programs to add new features, improve performance, or fix errors. To
achieve this result, maintainers require a great deal of flexibility in the modification of
type definitions. The present work may also be extended for merging templates of
abstract data types.
This work deals with simple abstract data types. There is a need to work on the
model to incorporate real time implementations issues such as friend functions and
prefixes like const and extern. Further study can be performed on the tractability of
merging changes to abstract data type back to the design stage.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF CONSISTENCY THEOREM
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Consistency Theorem
If SBase, SA, and SB are sets of attributes corresponding to abstract data types
Base, A, and B, and γ( SBase, MBase ), γ( SA, MA ), and γ( SB, MB ) then γ( SA[Base]B,
MA[Base]B ).
Proof:
Let M = A [Base] B is the resultant operator after the change-merge operation.
We assume that γ(SA, MA), γ( SB, MB ), γ( SBase, MBase ) are true by definition of γ (1)
And we want to prove: γ(SM, MM) is also true.
Let x be an input parameter for a method of M, i.e., x ∈ PM
Now, we have two possibilities, x ∈ PBase ∧ x ∉ PBase
Case 1: If x ∈ PBase
Then by the definition of change-merge
x ∈ P A ∧ x ∈ PB

(2)

Also, by the definition of γ and assumptions of (1),
PBase ⊆ SBase, PA ⊆ SA, PB ⊆ SB

(3)

Therefore, from (2) and (3), we get
x ∈ SA ∧ x ∈ SB ∧ x ∈ SBase

(4)

This result implies that there is consistency between attributes and methods using the
parameters. Now, by definition of change-merge
SA[SBase]SB = SM, and x ∈ SM

(5)

Thus from (4) and (5), we can conclude that ∀x ∈ PM, x ∈ SM ⇒ PM ⊆ SM
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Case 2: If x ∉ PBase
Then by the definition of change-merge
x ∈ P A ∨ x ∈ PB

(6)

Also, by the definition of γ and assumption of (1),
PA ⊆ SA, PB ⊆ SB

(7)

Therefore, from (6) and (7), we get,
x ∈ SA ∨ x ∈ SB
Since x ∉ PBase, we can make no conclusions about SBase, and then if

x ∈ SA and x ∈

SB, then there must be two different attributes named the same, so we conclude that
either x ∈ SA or x ∈ SB, but not both. Now, by the definition of change-merge
SA[SBase]SB = SM

(8)

The equation (8) shows that parameter x is in the merged version of the ADT, M. Thus
from (7) and (8), we can conclude that ∀x ∈ PM, x ∈ SM ⇒ PM ⊆ SM.
Hence, γ( SA[Base]B, MA[Base]B ) is true if γ(SA, MA), γ( SB, MB ), γ( SBase, MBase ) are true.

APPENDIX B
RULES FOR CHANGE-MERGING
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TableB.1. Change-merging rules
ChangeMerging Rule
Type Set
Merging

Merging
Attributes

BASE
Set of
attributes

Abstract data Type
A
B
New
Same as Base
attributes
added

Set of
attributes

Removed
attribute

Same as Base

No Base

Set of
attributes
Attribute a is
of type y

Set of attributes

Name R

Attribute a is
of type y
Name S

Attribute a is of
type z
Name P

Name R
No Base

Name R
Name R

Name R
Name R

foo( )

foo( )

foo( )

No Base

foo( )

foo( )

Set of
methods

New method
added

Same as Base

Set of
methods

Method
removed

Same as Base

x foo ()

y foo ()

z foo ()

Attribute a is
of type x

No base
Type Name
Resolution

Same Syntax
Method

Addition/
Removal of
New Method

Return
Parameter
Different

Attribute a is of
type z

MERGED
Adding New
attributes present
in A to those of
Base
Attribute
removed from
merged version
Merge the
attributes (Union)
Conflict, May
take most
restrictive if x, y,
z share subtype
relation
Conflict
Rename ADT
R
R
1.Call
implementation
merge
2. Include both
the methods
3. Report the
conflict
Adding new
methods present
in A to Base
Method removed
from merged
version
Conflict, may
include both
modified
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Arguments are
Different

foo (x )

foo (y )

foo (z )

Access
Control
Restrictions

Access
control G

Access
control G

Access control
G

Access
control G

Access
control H

Access control
I

1.Include one of
the method
2.conflict
3.include both
methods
Access control G
Keep most
restrictive / report
conflict

